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What needs to be done

Overall revision/rebasing of the national accounts
- adopt the latest classification system
- remaining recommendations of the 2008 SNA
  (including sequence of accounts –
   coordination with BSP on FOF & variables related to NA)

Adoption of the revised SEEA

Mineral Accounts
- finalize the asset accounts (physical & monetary)
- extend the asset account other subsoil assets
  i.e. energy accounts

Revisit the work done for the resource accounts

Revisit the work done for economic activities

Revisit the work done for TFP
  (capital stock – disaggregation of assets)
D. What needs to be done

Development estimation methodology & estimates for human capital & pollution damages

Revisit the work done for TFP
(capital stock – disaggregation of assets)

Prioritization of indicators for wealth accounting (direction to take)
- consider the needs of stakeholders
- existing data
- time frame

Inclusion of wealth acctg in the PSDP chapter on environment
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